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ABSTRACT

An distributed architecture for high-speed digital and analog instrumentation is discussed.
This architecture supports the collection, formatting, recording of both conventional
telemetry (analog & PCM) and high-speed digital data. Remotely located instrumentation
data interface units provide data acquision close to the data sources. The remotely located
units are connected via high-bandwidth fiber optic links to a central formatting and
recording unit. Data is recorded on digital rotary head recorders. Graphic workstations
provide visual data displays for test control and monitoring. This system was developed to
handle the high-speed data acquision requirements of advanced avionics sensor and seeker
systems, however, it provides the basis for many other applications.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an architecture for a High-Speed Distributed Digital Instrumentation
System (HDDI). This system provides both conventional telemetry (analog & PCM) and
high-speed digital data collection, formatting, recording. Remotely located instrumentation
data interface units are connected via high-bandwidth fiber optic lines to a central
formatting and recording unit. At the central formatting and recording unit, data is recorded
on digital rotary head recorders. Each formating and recording unit is capable of
processing, formatting, and recording 26 Megabytes of data per second. This system was
developed to handle the high-speed data acquision requirements of advanced avionics
sensor and seeker systems, however, it provides the basis for many other applications.

Figure 1 presents the High-Speed Distributed Digital Instrumentation System architecture.



Figure 1  Distributed System Architecture



By using a centralized data formatting and recording point, data from throughout a test
facility or range can be communicated to a central point where it is merged and recorded
on a common media. This simplifies post-test data processing since the data is already
merged on easy to handle and store digital cassettes. High-speed digital recorders are used
because of their large capacity and high bandwidths. The central formatting and recording
unit is also capable of displaying data in realtime on video overlays or graphics
workstations. This enables monitoring test data at a centralized test control point.

The remotely located data interface units provide the interfaces to the Unit Under Test
(UUT) or test support equipment (such as telemetry units or target/environment
generators). The remote units provide data interfaces very close to the data source,
whether located on a test tower, across a test facility, or out on a range. Highly flexible
interface cards are provided to enable interfacing to a wide variety of nonstandard items.
Remote units communicate with the central recording and control point via standard
Ethernet/FDDI networks, as well as specialized low latency high-speed fiber optic links.

Graphic workstations are provided for user real-time test control and data displays. The
graphics workstations provide a very visual display of test operations and UUT
performance. The workstations can also provide in near-real time very complex scientific
visualization displays.

REMOTE INSTRUMENTATION DATA INTERFACE UNITS

The Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Units provide data collection close to the data
sources. These small units can be located in remote laboratories or at various locations
around an outdoor range. Since the Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Units are
connected to the central High-Speed Formatting and Recording Unit via fiber optic
networks, these units may be located in outlying areas miles from the recording point.
Each remote unit provides high-speed data acquisition. The acquired data is then formatted
and communicated to the central node via the fiber optic networks.

Since the entire data system is bidirectional, the Remote Instrumentation Data Interface
Units can also be used to perform low latency local processing such as UUT control where
data is formatted and presented back to the UUT.

As previously discussed, the remote units communicate with the central node via
high-speed fiber data networks and Ethernet/FDDI networks. The Ethernet/FDDI
networks are normally used only for setup and maintenance, where the high-speed fiber
optic data links are used to transfer test data. The high-speed fiber data links can operate at
150 Megabits/sec and not require protocol overhead. Multiple links can be used from each 



Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Unit as required. High-speed 1.2 Gigabyte/sec
fiber links are currently being investigated.

The remote units are small flexible units which provide a very flexible interface to the Unit
Under Test or test support article(s). Small 3U x 160 Euro form factor interface boards can
be installed either in small portable 5-slot cases or in 21-slot 19-inch rack-mount chassis,

The Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Units are capable of acquiring both low-speed
and high-speed instrumentation data. Specialize Flexible Interface Boards or FIBs are used
to interface with and acquire high-speed signals such as sensor output arrays or signal
processing filter bank results.

As shown in Figure 2, a Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Unit may often include a
processing unit. A VME processor and traditional data acquisition cards are used to
acquire low-speed signals and data. The low-speed data items are acquired and merged
together into measurand data sets by the processor and then transferred to the central node
via a FIB board.

While the remote units are normally networked to a central node, each remote unit is
capable of stand-alone or autonomous operation. Each remote unit is also capable of
generating real-time data displays at the remote locations for test monitoring and
maintenance purposes.

Figure 2  Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Unit



FLEXIBLE INTERFACE BOARD

The Flexible Interface Boards (FIBs) are designed to provide low-cost, but very flexible,
data interfaces. The FIBs utilize Xilinx field programmable gate arrays in order to provide
easily configurable interfaces. The FIBs can easily be configured to accommodate
specialized very high-speed digital buses, as well as more traditional inputs such as PCM,
analog, and serial data streams. The Xilinx field programmable gate arrays can be easily
reprogrammed to provide input data manipulation at hardware speeds.

Our experience has shown a growing need for nonstandard, one-of-a-kind data interfaces.
Each FIB contains a space for an add-on daughter board providing expandability. A
daughter board may be used to provide signal conditioning or translation such as
differential receivers or analog-digital converters,

The FIBs also contain an expansion bus enabling one FIB to act as a master unit which
merges and multiplexes other FIB data/signals together, acting as a mini data concentrator
there by minimizing fiber optic links.

As shown in Figure 3, each Flexible Interface Board contains a bidirectional fiber optic
link. The FIBs are also bidirectional, which provides the capability to transmit data to or
control a Unit Under Test or test support equipment.

REMOTE PROCESSOR

Each Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Unit may also contain one or more
processors which will control low-speed data acquisition boards and generate real-time
remote data displays. A 3U form factor PC compatible Intel 386 or 486 processor is
usually used. Commercially available VME interface boards provide a low-cost, readily
available supply of standard acquisition boards such as RS 323 serial, digital parallel,
analog signal conditioning and conversion, bit sync, decommutation, and MIL-STD 1553.

A powerful data-driven real-time software system was developed to operate in the Remote
Processor. Unlike most synchronous instrumentation systems which operate on a fixed
frame basis, this system is capable of operating in a data-driven asynchronous mode. This
enables the system to easily handle and process data with irregular data rates and changing
frame sizes. This software performs three major functions; data collection, processing, and
output.

Most conventional instrumentation systems only process and handle single data items via a
data tag schema where each data item is processed and tagged independently. In order to
process large irregular data blocks, this system uses a measurand data set concept. A 



Figure 3  Flexible Interface Board

measurand data set is a group of related data items collected or based on data collected at
the same time. An example of a measurand set might be a 1553 message or a sensor FFT
data array. Only those individual data items in a measurand set requiring processing or
display need be defined to a data item level.

HIGH-SPEED FORMATTING & RECORDING UNIT

The remote units transmit all acquired data to the High-Speed Formatting and Recording
unit where the received data is formatted, merged, time tagged, and recorded. This unit
also controls the digital rotary head recorders.

The centralized High-Speed Formatting and Recording Unit receives data collected by the
remote units via high-speed fiber optic links, The received data is formatted and merged
into data blocks by special input boards. These boards contain large data FIFOs in which
the data blocks are accumulated. An intelligent recorder controller card then transfers the
formatted data from the data board FIFOs to the digital recorder. Each transferred data
block is preceded by a header block which contains a time tag and other header



information. The High-Speed Formatting and Recording Unit uses standard VME and
VSB data buses.

The High-Speed Formatting and Recording Unit is based on a 6U form factor VME
system containing both Motorola 68020 and Intel 486 processor boards. This unit contains
SAIC-developed high-speed interface and data boards (shown in Figure 4) which handle
the high-speed data transfers through the system and onto the digital recorder.

Figure 4  High-Speed Interface and Data I/O Boards

The Motorola 68020 processor supervises the data movement and controls the digital
recorder. The PC compatible 486 processor formats and transfers to the graphic
workstations a selected subset of the high-speed data. The 486 processor can also generate
video overlay displays and strip chart recordings. A distributed shared memory system,
such as Smartnet II or Scramnet, is used to provide current value tables to the graphic
workstations.

HIGH-SPEED DATA I/O BOARD

The High-Speed Data I/O Boards were developed in order to provide the high data
throughput required to receive and process up to 26 Megabytes/sec of high-speed data.
The High-Speed Data I/O Boards contains large data FIFOs where data blocks are



accumulated until transferred to the digital recorder. In order to provide the data bandwidth
needed, all data transfers take place over the VSB Bus as opposed to the VME Bus. The
VME bus is only used to transfer a small subset of the data for display, processing, and
control purposes.

All received data blocks are routed to the data FIFOs and to a dual-ported memory array.
The data is then transferred to the recorder controller from the data FIFOs via the VSB
data bus. Since each data block is only transfered once across the VSB bus, this system
does not have the normal VMEE bus bandwidth limitations. The dual-port memory,
however, provides random access to the high-speed data blocks via the VME Bus. The
Intel 486 processor accesses the dual-port memory to generate real-time displays and the
current value tables for the graphic workstations.

Each data board contains an IRIG time decoder to time tag all data blocks to the nearest
microsecond. Headers are also generated for each data block. In order to accommodate
both very large and very small data blocks, a physical and logical data block schema is
used.

HIGH-SPEED INTERFACE BOARD

The High-Speed Interface Boards communicate with the Remote Instrumentation Data
Interface Units via bidirectional fiber optic interfaces. The interface board can also
interface directly with the UUT or test support equipment, if desired.

All interface circuitry is placed on an input daughter board for flexibility. The interface
board also contains three Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Arrays to provide flexible
interface processing. One Xilinx chip is usually used as a simulator to simulate the input
data stream format for test and maintenance purposes,

GRAPHIC WORKSTATIONS

A selected subset of all data collected and recorded will be transmitted via a distributed
shared memory to the workstations for graphical display. A commercial real-time
monitoring and display package, such as RTWorks, can then be used to provide a very
visual and dynamic user interface. RTWorks provides a user friendly, no-programming,
construction of user and data displays.

On high performance workstations, multidimensional scientific visualization techniques
can be used to display data in near-real time. Real-time video display adapters allow live
test video to be overlaid and displayed in workstation windows.



CONCLUSIONS

This system provides a very flexible and cost-effective approach to acquiring and
recording very high-speed data over a distributed test area. This system is especially
appropriate for avionics and sensor ground test facilities where data is acquired throughout
a test facility and transmitted to a central test control point. This system is also applicable
for outdoor range applications where data from range sensors or remote test vans is
transmitted back to a central control van or facility.

Remote Instrumentation Data Interface Units provide data acquisition close to the data
source. This system is capable of acquiring, processing, displaying, and recording very
high bandwidth data. The SAIC-developed high-speed data boards minimize processor and
software data handling, thereby improving the data bandwidth and capacity. Digital rotary
head recorders are utilized because of their large capacity, high bandwidths, digital data
format, easy data playback, and archiving.
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